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Abstract
An approach based on the sudden-perturbation approximation is presented for
the treatment of single and multiple electron losses of high and intermediate
energy projectiles in their collisions with neutral targets. Using this approach,
we calculate electron loss cross sections of hydrogen-like Pb81+ and Au78+
projectiles in the collisions with neutral atoms. Also, multiple electron loss
cross sections are calculated for U10+ and U28+ projectiles in their collisions
with N2 and Ar targets.

1. Introduction
High and low Z heavy projectiles having the electronic structure are of importance for various
experimental studies at heavy-ion colliders [1–7]. In addition, heavy-ion beams are becoming
an important tool in medicine and material technology. Therefore electron loss by intermediate
and high-energy projectiles is of considerable interest both from fundamental and practical
viewpoints.
It is expected that the forthcoming International FAIR facility provides a broad variety
of atomic physics experiments with heavy ions including heavy-ion collisions with neutral
targets [8]. The range of collision energies in this facility is expected to be from few MeV/amu
to few GeV/amu. Such experiments need precise theoretical cross sections of the processes
to be studied. An important application of relativistic highly charged ions with the electronic
structure is the CERN neutrino beta-beam project [9], which is the subject of extensive
discussion for past few years.
The theoretical treatment of the stripping process, which is often called electron loss, is
complicated for the cases of multiple electron loss and intermediate and high energies due
to the breaking of the perturbation theory. In these cases, the condition for applicability of
the Born approximation, Z/v  1 (we use atomic units throughout the paper), where Z is
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the charge of the projectile and v is the collision velocity, is often cannot be obeyed. Then
one should use the so-called non-perturbative methods, which are applicable beyond the Born
approximation [10, 11]. Breakdown of the perturbation theory has been confirmed in recent
experiments, too [7].
Another important feature of (multiple) projectile electron loss in the collisions with
neutral targets is the screening effect. The ion consists of a nucleus and the electronic
structure, which partially screen the nuclear charge.
First treatment of the projectile K-shell ionization has been done within the framework of
the Born approximation by Anholt et al [12] where a modified form-factor is used to account
for target screening effect. More detailed treatment and numerical cross sections using the
Born approximation for single electron loss from an arbitrary shell in the collisions with the
neutral targets have been presented recently by Shevelko et al [13] who used LOSS computer
code to account for the atomic structure of the target.
Strictly speaking, the collision process of such projectiles should be treated by considering
excitations of both target and projectile electronic structures. The theory of simultaneous
excitation and ionization of two colliding systems based on the Born approximation has been
developed by several authors [14, 15] (see also [13]). Extension of these results to the case of
relativistic collisions is done in [16, 17].
Most of the calculations of the projectile ionization cross sections have been performed
using the classical trajectory Monte Carlo calculations [2, 3]. A quantum mechanical nonperturbative approach is also used recently [18]. The cases of relativistic [19] and ultrarelativistic [20] collisions are also considered. Recently, multiple electron losses in the
collisions of low and high Z projectiles with neutral targets have attracted considerable attention
both in theoretical and experimental contexts [1, 2]. Multiple (up to 15) loss cross sections
have been measured in recent experiments [1, 2]. It should be noted that the non-perturbative
quantum mechanical calculations of the multiple electron loss cross sections of high and low
Z projectiles in their collisions with neutral targets have not yet been performed. In this paper,
we use the sudden approximation to calculate such multiple ionization cross sections of U10+
and U28+ projectiles. This approximation was developed in [21] for the non-relativistic case,
and its relativistic extension has been used for the treatment of target excitation and ionization
in fast ion–atom collisions [22]. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
give a brief description of the sudden approximation. At the end of this section, we briefly
describe relativistic extension of this approach. In section 3 we apply sudden-perturbation
approach for the treatment of single ionization of relativistic projectiles. Section 4 presents
a multiple ionization mechanism within the framework of sudden approximation. Finally, in
section 5, we present the multiple electron loss cross sections for various collisions and their
discussion.
2. Sudden approximation
We assume that both projectile and target move with the constant velocities along the linear
trajectories. Also, for simplicity, we consider projectile and target as having only one electron
each (then we will give extension to the multi-electron case). Then the projectile–target
interaction potential is given by
V (ra , rp , t) =

Zp
Zp Za
Za
1
−
−
+
,
|Rp − Ra | |Rp − Ra − ra | |Rp − Ra + rp | |Rp − Ra + rp − ra |

where Zp is the projectile charge, Za is the charge of the target nucleus, with Rp = bp + vp t
being the coordinate of the projectile nucleus, bp is the impact parameter with respect to the
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origin, vp is the projectile velocity, Ra = ba + va t and ra are the target nucleus and electron
coordinates, respectively.
The terms of this potential are defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

Zp Za /|Rp − Ra | describes the interaction of the target and projectile nuclei;
−Zp /|Rp − Ra − ra | is the interaction between the target electron and projectile nucleus;
−Za /|Rp − Ra + rp | is the interaction of the projectile electron with the target nucleus;
1/|Rp − Ra + rp − ra | describes the interaction of the projectile electron with the target
electron.

For the calculations of inelastic transitions in the electron states, we can write this potential as
follows:
Zp
Za
1
V (ra , rp , t) = −
−
+
,
(1)
|R(t) − ra | |R(t) + rp | |R(t) + rp − ra |
with
R(t) = Rp − Ra = b + vt
being the internuclear distance, b = bp − ba the relative impact parameter, and v = vp − va
is the relative velocity; the internuclear interaction is neglected as it does not contribute to the
cross section.
Let ϕn (ra ) and ψk (rp ) be the target electron and projectile electron wavefunctions,
respectively.
Then the initial states of the colliding systems are given by
00 = ψ0 (rp )ϕ0 (ra ),
while the final state is
kn = ψk (rp )ϕn (ra ).
Our consideration of the fast ion–atom collisions is based on the so-called sudden
approximation [23, 24], which is applicable for Z/v  1 (where Z is the projectile charge and
v is the collision velocity). This approach is used recently to describe target excitation and
ionization in fast highly charged ion–atom collisions [24].
It should be noted that the approach is closely related to the well-known Glauber
approximation [23–26]. Also, in the ultra-relativistic limit, the sudden approximation
reproduces the exact solution of the time-dependent Dirac equation, describing the ion–atom
collision [27] (see also [28]).
Thus the sudden approximation is applicable when the Born approximation cannot be
used provided the collision time is much less than the characteristic periods of the unperturbed
system that allows one to solve the problem without restricting the value of perturbation.
Usually, such a situation is possible when the collision velocity is rather high. Therefore the
condition for applicability of the sudden approximation can be written as τc  τs , with τc and
τs being the collision time and the characteristic period of the target or projectile electrons,
respectively.
Thus evolution of the initial state in sudden approximation is given by [28]
  t

V (ra , rp , t) dt 00 .
(2)
00 (t) = exp −i
−∞

Correspondingly, the evolution of the final state can be written as
  +∞

V (ra , rp , t) dt kn .
kn (t) = exp i
t

(3)
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Then the transition amplitude for the target electron (from state ϕ0 (ra ) to a state ϕn (ra ))
and for the projectile electron (from state ψ0 (rp ) to a state ψk (rp )) is described by the
projection of state (2) to state (3):
  +∞

0→n
V (ra , rp , t) dt |00 . (4)
A0→k = kn (t)|00 (t) = kn | exp −i
−∞

The corresponding probability is given by

2
0→n

= A0→n
w0→k
0→k .
We will consider the collisions which lead to the definite transitions in both target and projectile
electron states. Then summing over all the final states of the target electron and taking into
account completeness condition

ϕn (ra )|ϕn (ra ) = δ(ra − ra ),
n

we get

n

0→n
w0→k
=




 

d3 ra |ϕ0 (ra )|2  d3 rp ψk∗ (rp ) exp −i

+∞
−∞

2


Ua (ra , rp , t) dt ψ0 (rp ) ,
(5)

where Ua (ra , rp , t) is the potential of interaction between the projectile electron and target:
Ua (ra , rp , t) = −

1
Za
+
.
|R(t) + rp | |R(t) + rp − ra |

(6)

Thus based on the sudden approximation, we derived the transition amplitude for the
projectile electron from state ψ0 to state ψk ,

0→n
w0→k
,
(7)
W0→k (b) =
n

as a function of the impact parameter b.
Expression (5) is the averaged excitation probability of the projectile electron. The
corresponding cross section can be obtained by integrating equation (7) over the impact
parameter:

σ = d2 b W0→k (b).
(8)
Consider the collision of a projectile having Np electrons with a target having Na electrons.
Then the potential describing the interaction of target and projectile electrons can be written
as


p=Np

Ua ({ra }, {rp }, t) = −Za

p=1

1
+
|R(t) + rp |



p=Np ,a=Na

p=1,a=1

1
.
|R(t) + rp − ra |

(9)

As is seen from this expression, Ua ({ra }, {rp }, t) is the function of the internuclear
distance, R = (vt, b), target electrons coordinates, {ra } and projectile electrons coordinates,
{rp }. Therefore equation (5) can be extended to the case of a multi-electron target and projectile
and written as

2
  +∞




W0→n (b) = ϕ0 ({ra })| n ({rp })| exp −i
Ua ({ra }, {rp }, t) dt |0 ({rp }) |ϕ0 ({ra }).
−∞

(10)
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with |0 ({rp }) and |n ({rp }) being the ground state and an arbitrary state, respectively. It
should be noted that in derivation of this expression we were not interested in transitions to a
specific state, but we sum over all final states in the target states, suggesting that there may be
any transitions.
A direct use of this formula is rather complicated, especially for the cases when both
target and projectile are multi-electron systems, so that Na  1 and Np  1. However, the
following simplification is possible: during the collision time, target electrons do not change
their positions and the potential of interaction of the target and projectile electrons can be
represented as an average of the potential (9) over the initial states of the target. Furthermore,
we assume that target electrons are described via Dirac–Hartree–Fock–Slater one-electron
orbitals [29].
Then a simple analytical form of the screening function for the neutral targets with the
atomic numbers Za = 1 − 92 can be presented [29]. The electron density can be written as
Za 
Ai αi 2 e−αi |r| ,
4π |r| i=1
i=3

ρa (r) =

(11)

where Ai and αi are the constants [29] which can be extracted from proper tables. Therefore
the potential of interaction between target and projectile electrons can be represented as (we
assume that the projectile is fixed at the origin and consider the target as a moving system,
which corresponds to the replacement R(t) → −R(t))


p=Np

Ua ({ra }, {rp }, t) = −

p=1


Za
Ai e−αi |R(t)−rp | .
|R(t) − rp | i=1
i=3

(12)

Then


+∞

−∞



p=Np

Ua ({ra }, {rp }, t) dt =

χ (b, rp ),

(13)

p=1

where χ (b, rp ) has the meaning of the eikonal phase and is given by
χ (b, rp ) = −

i=3
2Za 
Ai K0 (αi |b − sp |),
v i=1

(14)

with sp being the projection of rp onto the impact parameter, b, plane. Thus the potential Ua
in equation (10) does not depend on the target electron coordinates, {ra }, and because of the
condition ϕ0 ({ra })|ϕ0 ({ra }) = 1, the probability of transition of the projectile electron from
the ground state, |0 ({rp }), to an arbitrary excited state |n ({rp }), provided any transition
can occur with the target electron (which is given by equation (10)), can be written as


p=Np

W0→n (b) = |n ({rp })| exp −i
χ (b, rp ) |0 ({rp })|2 .
(15)
p=1

Equation (15) describes the excitation probability of a projectile having velocity −v in
its collisions with a neutral target which is described as an extended object with a spatially
non-uniform charge density, −ρa (r) (corresponding to the charge of nucleus Za ) which is
given by equation (11). Such an interpretation allows us to extend equation (15) to the case of
relativistic collisions. Again, we consider the ion’s position as fixed and the target as moving
along the x-axis. Then in the eikonal approximation, the transition probability (from state
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|0 ({rp }) with energy E0 to a state |n ({rp }) with energy En ) is given by [30, 31]





 p=N

p

W0→n (b) = n | 1 − exp −i
χ (b, rp  γ −Np S −2



p=1
2



p=Np
 xp v

× exp i
(En − E0 )|0 
(16)
2
c

p=1

Np −2
Sp ,
where γ = 1/ 1 − v 2 /c2 , c is the light speed, b is the impact parameter, S −2 = p=1
with Sp being the Lorentz matrix acting on the projectile electron’s wavefunction with
the bispinor index p (corresponding to the Dirac matrix, αp ). This matrix is given by
Sp−2 = γ (1 − vαp /c).
If the projectile electrons remain as non-relativistic before and after collision then in
can be considered as two-component spinors
equation (16) the wavefunctions 0 and  n
and one can write γ −Np S −2 = 1 and exp i p vxp (En − En )/c2 = 1. Therefore under
these assumptions equation (16) gives equation (15). Therefore equation (15) is applicable in
the case of relativistic collisions, too, provided projectile electrons remain as non-relativistic
before and after collision [30, 31]. In this case, the eikonal phase in equation (15) is the same
for relativistic and non-relativistic collisions.
3. Single ionization of the relativistic projectiles
In this section, we apply the above prescription to calculate electron loss of a relativistic
hydrogen-like projectile in the collision with a neutral atom.
To simplify our treatment, we will consider the target as moving while projectile’s position
as fixed. Then the cross section of transition from state |0 to a state |n according to (8), (14)
and (15) can be written as

(17)
σn = |n|1 − exp{−iχ (|b − sp |)}|0|2 d2 b,
where
χ (|b − sp |) = −

3
2Za 
Ai K0 (αi |b − sp |).
v i=1

(18)

Equations (17) and (18) need an additional comment. In equation (17) it is supposed that
collision velocity is relativistic (in the ion’s rest frame) and the projectile electron is considered
as non-relativistic before and after collisions. The eikonal phase in equation (18) corresponds
to the excitation of the hydrogen-like atom projectile in the field of the neutral target. Therefore
(unlike the case of target ionization, treated in [30, 31]) the integral (over the impact parameter)
in equation (17) is convergent for all values of the impact parameter and in the case of projectile
ionization, after integration, γ -dependence in equation (18) disappears. This can be explained
as follows. First of all, it should be noted that in the case of target ionization (excitation) (as in
[30, 31]) when transitions in the target electron state occur under the influence of the projectile
nucleus Coulomb field, the eikonal phase is the standard integral from the Coulomb potential
and the integral over the impact parameter diverges at higher values of b. Therefore in this
case the cutoff of the integral should be performed at some upper limit, b0 and for b > b0
one should use dipole approximation, the so-called Bethe asymptotics [30, 31]. Namely, the
Bethe asymptotics gives the logarithmic dependence on γ in the cross section.
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Table 1. Electron loss cross sections (in kb) for the Pb81+ in the collisions 33 TeV (at 158 GeV/n)
with neutral atoms. Third and fourth columns present two sets of experimental data from [4] for
single projectile loss. In the last column, results by Anholt and Becker [12] are presented.
Target

Za

σi [4]

σi [4]

σi , (our results)

σi [12]

Ar
Kr
Xe

18
36
54

1.88 ± 0.13
6.80 ± 0.48
15.5 ± 1.1

1.97 ± 0.14
7.38 ± 0.52
15.7 ± 1.1

2.303
8.460
17.843

3.7
13.2
29.4

In the case of the projectile ionization/excitation, the Coulomb field of the target is strongly
screened and the static electric field (equation (12)) of the (neutral) target exponentially
decreases at large impact parameters. This leads to the convergence of the integral in
equation (13) and there is no need to use the Bethe asymptotics and matching procedure
used in the case of the target ionization/excitation as it was done in [30, 31], and therefore the
cross does not contain the γ -dependence.
Using the Fourier transformation

d2 q
.
(19)
1 − exp{−iχ (|b − sp |)} = a(q) exp{iqsp }
(2π )2
where


a(q) =

(1 − exp{−iχ (|b − sp |)}) exp{−iqsp } d2 sp .

The matrix element in equation (17) can be written as
In = n|1 − exp{−iχ (|b − sp |)}|0 =


a(q)n| exp{iqsp }|0

(20)

d2 q
.
(2π )2

Equation (20) can be written as

a(q) = (1 − exp{−iχ (s)}) exp{−iq(s + b)} d2 s = 2π exp{−iqb}f (q),

(21)

(22)

where

f (q) =

(1 − exp{−iχ (s)})J0 (qs)s ds,

χ (s) = −

3
2Za 
Ai K0 (αi s).
v i=1

Then the cross section can be written as


d2 q d2 q 2
2 2
σn = |In | d b = a(q)a ∗ (q )n| exp{iqsp }|00| exp{−iq sp }|n
d b.
(2π )4

(23)

(24)

Inserting into this expression equation (22) and taking into account the integral
representation of the delta-function, we have
 ∞
σn = 2π
|f (q)|2 fn (q)q dq,
(25)
0

where fn (q) = |n| exp{iqsp }|0|2 .
In table 1 we present electron loss cross sections for the hydrogen-like, Pb81+ projectile in
the collision with Ar, Kr and Xe targets and compare them with the experimental data. As is
seen from this table, theoretical cross sections obtained using non-perturbative approach are
quite close to experimental ones.
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Table 2. Electron loss cross sections (in barns) for Au78+ projectile in the collisions with neutral
atoms with the nucleus charge (Za = 6, 13, 29, 47, 70) at 10, 8 GeV/n.
Za

Cross section [32]
σi

Cross section (our results)
σi

Cross section [12],
σi

6
13
29
47
79

310.0 (30)
1180.0 (90)
5260.0 (500)
16200.0 (1400)
38200.0 (3200)

306.172
1314.88
6172.58
15040.2
37467.2

310.0
1280.0
5800.0
14400.0
38800.0

In table 2 the results for electron loss cross sections by the hydrogen-like Au78+ projectile
are presented and compared with the experimental [32] and other theoretical results, obtained
within the framework of the Born approximation [12].
As it follows from table 1 our results agree with the experimental data rather well, though,
strictly speaking, the electrons of the Pb81+ and Au78+ projectiles in the ground state should
be considered as quasi-relativistic.
As is seen from this comparison, for higher values of Za the results of non-perturbative
calculations are closer to experimental ones than the perturbation theory results. However, for
low Za = 6, 13, 29 the cross sections obtained within the Born approximation are close to the
experimental data than the results of non-perturbative calculations. This can be explained by
the fact that for those values Za perturbation theory is still valid.
4. Multiple projectile electron losses
In order to use equation (15) for the description of multiple electron losses by the projectile,
we use an approach which was used recently for the treatment of multiple ionizations of
complex atoms in the collisions with fast highly charged ions [24, 30, 31, 33, 34]. According
to this scheme, we will assume that the projectile electrons remain non-relativistic before
and after collision and each electron is described by the hydrogen-like wavefunction. Then


Np
the initial and final states are given by the wavefunctions 0 r1 , . . . , rNp = i=1
φi (ri ),

 Np
f r1 , . . . , rNp = i=1 ψi (ri ), respectively.
The total (Np − N )-fold probability ionization of the Np -electron projectile, which
corresponds to the transition of Np − N electrons into the continuum, and the transition
of other N electrons into an arbitrary state of the discrete spectrum (with account of the
unitarity) can be written as (15)
W (Np −N)+ (b) =

Np −N
Np


Np !
pi (b)
(1 − pj (b)),
(Np − N )!N ! i=1
j =N −N+1

(26)

p

 Np

j =Np −N+1 (· · ·)

= 1, for N = 0, where


pi (b) =


2


3
∗

d ki  d ri ψki (ri ) exp{−iχi (b, ri )}φi (ri )
3

(27)

is the generalized inelastic form-factor and ki is the momentum of the ith electron in the
continuum.
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Therefore introducing the average over the orbital momentum, l, and its projection, m,
the inelastic one-electron form-factor can be written as

2

n0


1 
1 
3 
3
∗
d k  d r ψk (r) exp{−iχ (b, r)}φnlm (r) , (28)
p(b) =
n
M
0 n=1

n l,m

where summing is performed over the all possible values of l and m for a given nth shell,
Mn is the number of such values, n is the principal quantum number, n0 is the number of
shells. It is clear that for a large enough number of (projectile) electrons one can assume that
p(b) = p(|b|) does not depend on the angles of the vector b and p(b) has the meaning of the
averaged one-electron ionization probability in which the averaging is performed as follows:
suppose that the projectile is in a state which has some distribution of electrons over the shells.
Then we average over all one-electron states. After that averaging is performed over all filling
methods. This gives the averaged one-electron loss probability, p(b).
Then replacing in equation (26) each one-electron form-factor with the averaged one, we
obtain the Np − N -loss probability as [22, 35]
W (Np −N)+ (b) =

Np !
p(b)(Np −N) (1 − p(b))N .
(Np − N )!N !

(29)

However, the effective projectile charge, Z ∗ , which is the charge ‘felt’ by the target,
depends on the ionization multiplicity. To take this into account, we make the following
substitutions in equation (28) k = k/Z ∗ , b = bZ ∗ , r = rZ ∗ that correspond to using Coulomb
units [26].
Then the right-hand side of equation (28) can be calculated using the hydrogen
wavefunctions instead of hydrogen-like functions, and the Z ∗ -dependence will be taken into
account using the substitution b = bZ ∗ . Such a replacement allows us to calculate the cross
section for more general form than that in the case of independent electron approximation
[36]).
Consider first the total projectile ionization cross section, i.e. the ionization of all Np
electron. Then in equation (26) N = 0 and W can be represented as the product of Np oneelectron form-factors. Introducing the effective charge corresponding to the total ionization of
the projectile, ZN∗ p , and replacing each form-factor with the average one from equation (28),
we obtain the probability of the total ionization W Np + = [p(b)]Np , where b ≡ bZN∗ p . In the
case of the ionization of Np − N electrons we have
W (Np −N)+ (b) =

N

Np !
N!
{p(b)}Np −N+m .
(−1)m
(Np − N )!N ! m=0
(N − m)!m!

(30)

To obtain the corresponding cross section, we should insert equation (30) into
equation (8) and integrate over the whole impact parameter plane. For integrating this,
we need to know the explicit form of the function p(b), which is defined by equation (28). It
is difficult to calculate this function when the number of projectile electrons is large enough.
However, some simplification is possible in the case of ionization of high multiplicity, i.e. for
Np  1, Np − N  1 [24, 30, 31].
The integral (8) can be estimated (over d2 b) using the Laplace method assuming that the
function p(b) has one maximum located inside or on the (left) boundary of the integration
interval, b = 0. The existence of such a maximum follows from the fact that the probability
is positively defined and tends to zero for large impact parameters. First, we represent the
probability as
[p(b)]N = exp[N ln(p(b)] = exp[Nf (b)].
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Then for N  1 we have [37]
 


 b1
λ −Nf (b0 ) 1 λ/µ
G
−Nf (b)
e
e
g(b) db ∼ 
,
µ
µ
FN
b0

(31)

where (x) is the Gamma-function. G, µ, λ, F are the numbers determined from the
behaviour of the functions f (b) and g(b) near the maximum, b0 :
f (b) − f (b0 ) ∼ F (b − b0 )µ ,

g(b) ∼ G(b − b0 )λ−1 .

For the total cross section of Np -electron loss, we have

 
λ
1 λ/µ
G 1
Np +
σ
= 2π 
[p(b0 )]Np .
2 
µ
µ
F Np
Z∗

(32)

Np

In the case of (Np − 1)-electron loss the probability is the difference of two different
terms, one which contains the product of Np − 1 one-electron form-factors and corresponds
to the Np − 1 electrons in the continuum while the second term contains the product of Np
one-electron form-factors. The effective charges corresponding to first and second terms are
ZN∗ p −1 and ZN∗ p , respectively. Integrating each term using the Laplace method, we obtain
(Np − 1)-electron loss cross section:


2 
λ/µ
∗
Z
N
1
p
N
0
− 1 .
(33)
σ (Np −1)+ = Np σ Np + 
ZN∗ p −1
Np − 1
p(b0 )
Similarly, in the case of (Np − N )-electron loss we get

2
∗
N
Np +

Z
!σ
N
N!
N
p
p
(−1)m
σ (Np −N)+ =
(Np − N )!N! m=0
ZN∗ p −N+m
(N − m)!m!
λ/µ

Np
×
{p(b0 )}−N+m ,
(Np − N + m)

(34)

where ZN∗ p −N+m is the effective charge for (Np − N + m)-electron loss.
Equations (32), (33) and (34) allow us to calculate projectile electron loss of any
multiplicity (provided Np  1, (Np − N )  1), using some two known cross sections.
If the cross sections σ Np + and σ (Np −1)+ are known one can easily find p(b0 ) as

2 
 

ZN∗ 0 −1
Np − 1 λ/µ σ (Np −1)+
1
=
+
1
.
(35)
p(b0 )
ZN∗ p
Np
Np σ Np +
Inserting this into equation (34) the (Np − N )-electron loss cross section can be expressed in
terms of the known cross sections σ Np + and σ (Np −1)+ . As these known cross sections one can
use either experimental values or (if available) theoretical ones which satisfy the condition of
applicability of equations (32)–(34), Np − N  1.
5. Results and discussion
In figures 1–5 the multiple electron loss cross sections of the uranium projectile in the collisions
with argon and nitrogen targets calculated using the above scheme are presented and compared
with the experimental data from [1, 2]. In these calculations, for the simplicity of all cases,
we chose Np as equal to Nm —the maximal number of lost electrons for which experimental
data are available [1, 2]. In these calculations, effective charge was taken as ZN∗ = Q + N ,
where Q is the projectile charge before collision.
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Figure 1. Multiple electron loss cross section (in 10−18 cm2 ) in the collision of 6.5 MeV/u U28+
ion with Ar. The triangles are the experimental data [2], the circles are the results of Monte Carlo
calculations from [2], and the squares are the results of our calculations.

Figure 2. Dependence of the multiple electron loss cross section (in 10−18 cm2 ) on the number of
lost electrons in the collision of the 3.5 MeV/u U28+ ion with Ar. The triangles are the experimental
data [2], the circles are the results of Monte Carlo calculations from [2], and the squares are the
results of our calculations.

The values of λ/µ and Np were chosen as follows: λ/µ = 1.5 for U28+ + Ar, Np = 15
(for figures 1 and 2); λ/µ = 2.5 for U28+ + N2 , Np = 9 (for figure 3) and Np = 10 (for
figure 4); λ/µ = 1.5 for U10+ + Ar, Np = 13 (for figure 5).
As the known cross sections, σ Np + and σ (Np −1)+ , we used experimental values from
[2]. In all cases, the quantity λ/µ is considered as a selectable parameter which causes
Np -dependence of this parameter for various targets and projectiles.
As is seen from the figures, the obtained results are in good correspondence with
the experimental data even for losses of low multiplicity, i.e., out of the interval where
equations (32) and (35) are valid.
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Figure 3. Dependence of the multiple electron loss cross section (in 10−18 cm2 ) on the number of
lost electrons in the collision of the 6.5 MeV/u U28+ ion with N2 . The triangles are the experimental
data [2], the circles are the results of Monte Carlo calculations from [2], and the squares are the
results of our calculations.

Figure 4. Dependence of the multiple electron loss cross section (in 10−18 cm2 ) on the number of
lost electrons in the collision of the 3.5 MeV/u U28+ ion with N2 . The triangles are the experimental
data [2], the circles are the results of Monte Carlo calculations from [2], and the squares are the
results of our calculations.

Thus in this work we have developed an approach based on sudden-perturbation
approximation which allows one to treat projectile ionization and excitation beyond the
Born approximation. The approach is applied to calculate single electron loss of relativistic
projectiles in the collision of neutral atoms. Also, using this approach we obtained the
recurrence formula using which the (Np − N )-electron loss cross section for the Np -electron
projectile is expressed in terms of the Np - and (Np − 1)-electron loss cross sections. Using
the above formalism, the cross section for the projectile stripping of any multiplicity can
be calculated provided two cross sections are known. It should be noted that the choice of
the known cross sections can be arbitrary and defined by the condition of applicability in
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Figure 5. Dependence of the multiple electron loss cross section (in 10−16 cm2 ) on the number of
lost electrons in the collision of the 1.4 MeV/u U10+ ion with Ar. Triangles are the experimental
data [2], and squares are the results of our calculations.

equations (32)–(34), Np − N  1. The obtained results are applied to the calculations of
multiple electron losses by U10+ and U28+ projectiles in their collisions with the neutral targets.
Finally, we note that a more strict treatment should be performed by taking into account the
so-called anti-screening effects which are described in [13].
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